čičak
when was the last time you walked just to walk?
just to feel?
just to free yourself?
i invite you to a journey.
i know you want to join.
i know you will.
i am not alone now. we are walking together.
you dont know where you are going.
that’s how it should be.
that’s how you discover new islands.
you carry yourself.
the only important thing.
take minimum.
just whatever gives you a sense of now.
a sense of connectivity.
analog. unperfect.raw.
how it’s supposed to be.
you have everything.
believe me.
relief.
dont talk for some time.
let everything go.
don’t push.
let it fold in front of your eyes.
in your body.
in the steps.
feel the moment.
be aware of yourself, of the surroundings.
feel what they are showing you.
rely on your senses.
intuition.
the journey writes itself slowly.
change till you don’t feel comfortable.
stop wherever you feel like you want to.
it’s all about searching.
maybe change is home.
through our senses we discover ourselves & the
world.
let
let
let
let
let
let

your hands explore. touch.
your nose be curious. smell.
the sound reach you. hear.
your eyes wonder. see.
your tongue be suprised. taste.
it all fall in place. feel.

archive for you soul.
time is naturally passing.
you feel it on the skin.
now feels like forever.
jump. touch. lay. hear. turn. smell. climb. taste.
dance.breathe. rest. question. see. feel.
do we know where we want to end?
our feet will tell us the way.
do you feel alive?
don’t be scared of change.
be inspired by beautiful chaos.
what time is it?
it’s now.
open yourself.
interact.explore.react.improvise.discover.reflect.
try.
be curious.experiment.share.
relief it. give it a life. leave traces.
like a čičak,
we are collecting memories.
am i inside or outside?
both.
where is the line?
there is none.
its a continuum.
you are a performer.
even if you’re not aware.
somewhere you are seen. different.
somewhere you are merged with the environment.
part of it.
you’re showing others that you belong.
alone & together at the same time.
everyone is čičak.
what you experience on the journey is what matters.
to whom you attach yourself to.
what seeds you leave behind.
attach to the journey.
let the experiences be your seeds.
we are leaving ourselves everywhere.
to continue the story.
the journey.

